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Abstract: The research conducted is part of the European project Erasmus+ FORDYSVAR, whose
main objective is to contribute to the educational inclusion of students with dyslexia, aged between
10 and 16 years old, through the use of technology, specifically virtual reality (VR), to improve the
access, participation, and educational achievement of students with this learning difficulty. This
is a qualitative and interpretative study with a descriptive character. The objective of this work
is to design a VR application that contributes to the learning of students with dyslexia based on
user-centered design as a methodology. The developmental lines to be addressed in the application
have been defined, the features to be included have been determined, and the activities that make up
the software have been designed. All this is based on the analysis of the needs and interests of the end
users (students with dyslexia) as well as the vision of professionals (teachers and dyslexia intervention
specialists). The results obtained allow us to conclude that VR technology is an interesting avenue of
treatment, as it offers a ludic, safe, controlled, and motivating environment for students with dyslexia.

Keywords: dyslexia; educational technology; virtual reality; FORDYSVAR

1. Introduction

The etymological origin of the word dyslexia comes from the Greek roots dys- meaning
difficulty, and lexia, meaning reading, referring to the difficulty in reading, a term coined in
the late 1880s [1].

The International Dyslexia Association was a pioneer in providing a definition that
allowed the delimitation of the concept at the international level, defining dyslexia as a
specific learning difficulty (SLD) of neurobiological origin, characterized by the presence of
difficulties in the accuracy and fluency in the recognition of (written) words and by a deficit
in decoding (reading) and spelling skills. These difficulties are usually a consequence
of a deficit within the phonological component of language, and occur unexpectedly, as
other cognitive skills are normally developed and the reading instruction is adequate. As
secondary consequences, some reading comprehension difficulties can manifest and the
reading experience can be reduced, which can hinder vocabulary growth and general
knowledge [2–4].

From the clinical point of view, dyslexia is also framed in the context of learning
disorders, although more emphasis is placed on its nature as a dysfunctional behavioral
and cognitive disorder. Thus, the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) concep-
tualizes dyslexia as a specific reading disorder whose main characteristic is a specific and
significant deficit in the development of the ability to read, which cannot be explained by
the intellectual level, visual acuity problems, or inadequate schooling [5].

According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-V),
dyslexia is found in the subcategory of neurodevelopmental disorders denominated “spe-
cific learning disorder”, referring to a pattern of learning difficulties characterized by
problems with accurate or fluent word recognition, misspelling, and poor spelling abil-
ity [6]. Consequently, dyslexia can be defined as a specific learning disorder in reading
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and writing, which has a persistent and specific nature, whose origin derives from a neu-
rodevelopment alteration and is characterized by the difficulties the person has when
recognizing certain words in a fluid and precise manner, together with decoding and
spelling skills, due to a deficit in the phonological component of language and affecting
the field of reading [7–11].

Its prevalence worldwide is estimated at between 5% and 15%. In Spain, it has an
impact on primary and secondary education at a percentage between 5% and 10% of the
student body [12,13].

It is a lifelong condition; however, it is manageable with intervention through remedial
and adaptive therapy. The traditional methods currently used for the treatment of this
learning disorder are mostly paper-and-pencil methods, which tend to be monotonous and
very demanding, with high dropout rates in many cases.

In this regard, multisensory approaches have shown increased adherence to treatment
and rather promising results [14,15].

Recently, some approximations have been carried out in the field of educational
technology for the treatment of dyslexia [16,17]. Among the advantages that technologies
can provide within the treatments, we can find the following: they offer safe and controlled
environments, generate higher motivation [18], enable interactivity, provide immediate
feedback, and contribute to the improvement of skills related to visual processing and
working memory [16,19,20].

The richness of technology lies in the fact that it presents information through multi-
media elements (audio, text, images, or videos), having the possibility of storing and trans-
ferring, combining the resources, or even making transformations. This is considerably ben-
eficial for the students’ individual needs, contributing to the treatment of dyslexia [21–23].

In this regard, research has been carried out using technological tools to facilitate the
intervention in specific learning disorders in reading and writing [9,24–28].

Traditional speech therapy requires perseverance and exhaustive dedication, and this
causes a large number of dropouts in the therapeutic process necessary for the improve-
ment of this learning difficulty. For this reason, it is crucial to develop new intervention
approaches that can help students with dyslexia in a more fun way and with a higher
compromise from them [29]. In this case, virtual reality (VR) can fill this gap, as several
studies propose that this technology is the only one that includes immersion, presence,
interaction, transduction, and conceptual change [30–32]. Other potentialities are that it
is a safe, flexible tool with high adherence rates [33] and with the possibility of offering a
multisensory approach [15], being considered one of the most promising treatment avenues
in the field of dyslexia [14].

1.1. Neurobiology of Dyslexia

In the reading process, the circuits that encode visual information or the sounds
of words positively favor oral memory. Empirical evidence proposes that a part of the
neurons is necessary for the act of learning to read to be more effective and to respond to
more letters and words; this region is located in the left temporal lobe, called “the brain’s
letterbox”. It is a small region of the visual system that comprises the brain pathways of
reading and phonological and lexical learning and is activated when we read; furthermore,
it is activated to a greater degree when faced with written words than when faced with
other visual stimuli [34].

In expert readers, the two neural pathways are activated in parallel: the phonological,
which allows us to pronounce new words and try to access their meaning, and the lexical,
which allows us to retrieve the meaning of known words [35]. Therefore, as the child auto-
mates reading, the phonological decoding of the word into letters becomes a simultaneous
process, recognizing words more quickly and interpreting the meaning of written words.

In dyslexic individuals, neuroimaging reveals abnormal activation in the left occipito-
temporal cortex, left inferior frontal gyrus, or inferior parietal lobe, which are the brain regions
involved in the phonological representations, phonological decoding, and attention [36].
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Thus, the cause of learning difficulties may lie in a deficit affecting synaptic con-
nections and neural connectivity [37–39]. Therefore, it can be said that dyslexia is a
disconnection syndrome; the worse the functional connectivity between these regions,
the worse the results in reading and other phonological tasks. That is, it is a deficient
construction of the neurological structure in learning.

In dyslexic children, there is a natural instinct to interpret the word as a whole; this
means that by focusing the attention on the whole word, the information saturates the
child’s working memory and activates a region of the right hemisphere that is less efficient
in the reading process [40].

The most recent findings suggest the relationship between dyslexia and the alteration
of chromosomal regions in which the genes called DYXICI, KIAA0319, DCDC2, and ROBOI
could be involved [41]. These findings give evidence of the importance of the hereditary
factor, highly predictive of the presence of disorders [42].

1.2. Virtual Reality and Dyslexia

Currently, educational technology is conceived as a resource that facilitates the in-
clusion and integration of students, becoming a powerful didactic tool that is integrated
into the teaching–learning processes, achieving the acquisition of skills and competences
and strengthening the abilities, performance, and students’ educational achievements [43].
In addition, it allows bringing content closer, increasing motivation, stimulating and re-
inforcing student learning, bridging the educational contents with entertainment, and
encouraging the acquisition of knowledge and generating curiosity [44].

Technology can offer solutions for the field of special educational needs [45], with a
growing interest in supporting the inclusion of people with learning difficulties such as
dyslexia [27,46,47].

Several research projects have demonstrated that, among students having curricular
difficulties, the use of technology contributes to the improvement of aspects as motivation,
cooperation, and attention [48–50].

In this respect, virtual reality (VR) is one of the emergent technological tools, and its
fame is increasing in relation to its application in the educational field [30].

From a technological and conceptual perspective, it can be defined as a combination of
high-quality computing, computer interfaces, graphics, sensor technology, and networks,
which allows the user to be immersed and to interact and experiment in real time an
artificial three-dimensional (3D) environment, which represents real-life situations or
others [51]. At its inception, virtual reality was applied through the use of computers,
calling the one using external devices (headphones, gloves, speakers) immersive and the
one not requiring the full concentration of the user non-immersive, such as computer
programs where the interaction was through a keyboard or a mouse [30].

Today, due to its combination with digital mobile devices and the advance of this
technology, it is difficult to understand VR as something non-immersive. It could then be
defined as the technology that allows the user, through the use of a headset, to dive into
three-dimensional scenarios in the first person and at 360 degrees [52]. This encourages the
user to feel immersed inside the aforementioned scenarios, ceasing to see the place where
they are located and to start seeing and interacting with a different reality and the elements
that compose it.

VR technology applied to the educational field can facilitate constructivist learning,
provide alternative learning opportunities, enable the collaboration among students beyond
the physical space, and increase motivation and interest, as well as the development of the
digital competence [53,54]. The versatility offered by this technology makes it adaptable to
different contexts, one of them being learning difficulties, allowing these tools to become
very useful elements to adapt content and improve student motivation [55–57].

The main characteristics contributing to its effectiveness are [19]:

• Immersion (physical perception of being present in a world that is not physical).
• Presence (bridge between reality and the virtual world).
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• Transduction (the user accesses the virtual stimulus).

Within the technological field, VR can make important contributions to the treatment
of dyslexia, since it offers more playful environments that can improve adherence to
treatment, as well as safe and controlled environments in which failure to make a mistake
does not have negative consequences for the learner. Furthermore, it gives immediate
feedback and can have high levels of interactivity [19] together with the possibility to offer
a multi-sensorial approach [15], being considered as one of the most promising treatment
options in the field of dyslexia [14].

Currently, few are the investigations carried out on dyslexia treatment and VR [46].
In this respect, to lay firm foundations for the treatment and rehabilitation of people
with dyslexia through VR, more scientific research supporting the effectiveness of these
interventions is needed [55–57].

The current investigation aims at contributing to the educative inclusion of students
with dyslexia through the use of technology, specifically by means of the development
of a virtual reality software through a multi-sensorial approach, using kinesthetic, visual,
hearing, and tactical channels to contribute to the increase of memory and learning for
people with dyslexia. All this focuses on achieving higher motivation and interest and
contributes to the improvement of the effectiveness of traditional treatments.

1.3. Erasmus+ European Project “FORDYS-VAR”

FORDYS-VAR (Fostering inclusive learning for children with dyslexia in Europe by
providing easy-to-use virtual and/or augmented reality tools and guidelines) is a European
Project Co-funded by the Erasmus+ Program of the European Union under the project
2018-1-ES01-KA201-050659. FORDYS-VAR. This project was granted in 2018 by the Spanish
Service for the Internationalisation of Education (SEPIE) with a total fund of €367.544,00
for the years 2018–2021 [58].

The current investigation is contextualized within the framework of the European
project Erasmus+ FORDYSVAR, whose focus is transnational and whose coordination is
performed from the University of Burgos, Spain, the Principal Investigator (PI) being the
professor Sonia Rodríguez Cano. The consortium of the project is formed by different
European partners:

• Spain: University of Burgos, K-Veloce consultancy, and the software company AR-SOFT.
• Italy: Eugenio Medea Scientific Institute.
• Romania: Bucharest’s Association for Dyslexic Children.

This project is included within the Strategic Partnerships in the field of education,
training, and youth (KA2), its main objective being to contribute to the educative inclusion
of the students with dyslexia, of around 10 and 16 years of age, through the use of technol-
ogy, specifically virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) to improve the learning
access, participation, and achievements of students with this literacy disorder. The purpose
is to generate a ludic, fun, and safe learning environment, creating a higher compromise
toward treatment and improving their quality of life.

In particular, it addresses some of the horizontal priorities of Erasmus+, such as:

• Social inclusion, specifically supporting diversity and equal access to education for
children with dyslexia.

• The use of the information and communication technologies (ICT) within learning
environments to contribute to the access of students with dyslexia.

• Improving the teachers’ skills, giving them the appropriate tools to adapt their educa-
tional devices for students with dyslexia.

As a result, in this project three intellectual products will be developed:

1. A toolkit:

Including software to integrate VR and AR in educational and pedagogical environ-
ments for school children with dyslexia.
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2. E-book:

With guidelines and good practices about dyslexia and the use of educational technol-
ogy, together with the compilation of European regulations and the different approaches
applied in the European Union on dyslexia.

3. White paper:

For the establishment of educational policies for children with dyslexia.
In this contribution, we present the results of the first intellectual product, in relation

to the design and creation of a toolkit, specifically the ones related to the design of a VR
software to contribute to the learning of students with dyslexia.

2. Materials and Methods

The current investigation is contextualized within the learning difficulties field, specif-
ically dyslexia, which is the most common difficulty in the educational reality [59]. Because
of this, this investigation intends to contribute to the inclusion of students with dyslexia
through motivational learning strategies using technology, through virtual reality (VR)
in particular.

The introduction of technology into the evaluation and intervention process can
become a key element to improve learning efficacy, contributing to an improvement
of visual skills and memory. Furthermore, it provides people with dyslexia with an
improvement in their motivation, and it favors high levels of interaction.

This is a qualitative and interpretative study with a descriptive character, pursuing
the discovery of cultural and social expressions through an interpretative process between
observer and observee [60], appealing a closer and more detailed reflection of the subject
in their own context, to get as close as possible to the signification of the phenomena [61].
All this is trying to interpret and capture particular and relevant meanings to those made
in a metaphorical and conceptual manner [62].

2.1. Objective

The main objective stated in this paper is to design a virtual reality application that
contributes to the learning of students with dyslexia based on a user-centered design
methodology for the development of a video game that responds to the demands and/or
needs of children with dyslexia.

To achieve this objective, a series of specific objectives is presented to represent each
of the necessary steps to carry out:

• Define the developmental lines that need to be worked on in the application.
• Determine the characteristics that the virtual reality software needs to have on the

basis of the analysis of the necessities and interests of users.
• Design the activities that integrate the RV software.

2.2. Sample

In this research project, there are diverse participants contributing to the making of
the phases.

2.2.1. Interest Groups

The target group of the study who participated in the implementation of open inter-
views with the intention to know the most efficient interventions in the dyslexia field is
presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Interest groups (participant sample).

Spain Italy Romania Total

Dyslexia intervention specialists 3 3 3 9
Families of students with dyslexia 3 3 3 9

Students 3 3 3 9
Teachers of students with dyslexia 3 3

Total 12 9 9 30

This sample is made up of a total of 30 participants, 9 for each partner country of the
project (Italy and Romania) and 12 in the case of Spain, as, apart from experts, 3 teachers
have also been interviewed.

2.2.2. Expert Review

The intervention and developing areas upon which the activities have been designed
have been reviewed by a group of experts in the Spanish context. The sample is made up of
five experts among which there are three dyslexia specialists (speech therapist, therapeutic
pedagogue, and language specialist psychologist) and two external professionals experts
in virtual reality.

2.2.3. Students with Dyslexia

As has previously been explained, in the Spanish context, there have been interviews
with a different and reduced group of students with dyslexia to get to know their opinion
on the characteristics that the application should integrate in order to be attractive. In this
case, the sample is made up of four minors with a dyslexia diagnosis, three boys and one
girl, whose ages are between 10 and 16 and who are schooled in primary education and
secondary education in ordinary educational centers from the province of Burgos (Spain).

2.3. Procedure

The present research uses a user-centered design methodology (UCD) as a model to
implicate the participants in the phases in which a product is being developed, in this case,
in the design and development of a virtual reality application to encourage learning in
students with Dyslexia.

This user-centered design methodology aims at designing and creating products that
people will find useful and usable, which means satisfying their needs bearing in mind
their characteristics [63].

The UCD philosophy pursues a design of the software product that will predictably
offer a satisfying user experience. Thus, the developed and designed application makes
sense to the final user, who acquires a co-designer role [64].

User-centered design is based on a model of process that is divided into different
phases or stages [65]. The first one, which is key for any UCD process, refers to the investi-
gation and analysis of the users and their necessities in relation to the developing product.

It is important to know the people who will use the application, as well as their
needs, in order to be able to give an adequate response bearing in mind their limitations
and characteristics.

In this sense, involving students, teachers, dyslexia intervention specialists, and
parents has been considered as a primordial requisite in this research for the design and
development of the application.

In Figure 1, an outline of the procedure of the investigation is shown, bearing in mind
the model of user-centered design (UCD).
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Figure 1. Model of user-centered design (UCD).

Attending to the outline of the present investigation, in this contribution, the first two
phases are presented:

• Phase 1: Identification of the developmental lines and characteristics for the design of
the application

• Phase 2: Design and development of the virtual reality application

The third phase, related to the evaluation of the virtual reality software, is still in the
process of being made by the work team. In the software evaluation, both the users and the
interest groups who have collaborated in the different phases of the design and develop-
ment of the virtual reality will cooperate. This phase will be carried out by evaluating the
reliability and validity of the instruments and the efficiency of the application developed
in this project.

2.3.1. Phase 1: Identification of the Developmental Lines and Characteristics for the Design
of the Application

The objective of this initial phase is to know the intervention axes necessary to work
with children and young people with dyslexia through the application of virtual reality
based on the involvement of the users.

To this end, first, a review of the literature on dyslexia and its treatment approaches
was carried out, grouping the results into areas of interest. Subsequently, open interviews
related to the field of dyslexia were conducted with the groups of interest: teachers and/or
specialists in dyslexia intervention, students, and family members [29]. On the other hand,
in the Spanish context, interviews were also carried out with students with dyslexia to find
out their opinion about the characteristics that the application should have in order to be
attractive to them [66].

These interviews were designed and agreed upon by the partners, making a first
version in English and then translated into each language for administration. After the
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interviews were conducted by the partner countries, they were transcribed and translated
into English for a joint analysis.

Following the analysis of the information gathered from the stakeholder interviews,
ten categories were initially extracted in which students with dyslexia have more dif-
ficulties and therefore require more specific work. These categories were reviewed by
dyslexia experts and agreed upon by the partners. Finally, seven lines of development
were determined from which the activities that make up the virtual reality application
have been designed: (1) phonological awareness; (2) working memory; (3) attention de-
velopment; (4) perceptual–visual development; (5) perceptual–auditory development;
(6) semantic, syntactic, and lexical development; and (7) motor development: laterality
and directionality.

Thus, the information gathered in this first phase has made it possible to determine
the lines of development necessary for the design of the activities, as well as to integrate
the recreational components or characteristics to be taken into account in the design of the
virtual reality application, understood as a game, in order to make it attractive to users.

2.3.2. Phase 2: Design and Development of the Virtual Reality Application

The work team of the University of Burgos, in coordination with the rest of the partners
of the European consortium, has led the second phase corresponding to the design and
development of the activities that make up the virtual reality application.

The application, aimed at students between the ages of 13 and 16, has been designed
in a game or video game format, from a multisensory approach, showing dynamic environ-
ments, allowing different types of actions, and presenting information in different ways.

Based on the analysis and previous knowledge of all the partners, the themes and
structure of the game were defined, and a first initial proposal was made, which later
had to be modified and adapted to the budget available in the project financed for the
development of the virtual reality software.

The technical development of the application (software) has been carried out by the
company Arsoft (Augmented Reality Software S.L. Salamanca, Spain), a member of the
working team of the European project Erasmus+ FORDYSVAR.

2.3.3. Data Analysis

In order to carry out the analysis of the data obtained in the interviews, content analysis
was carried out, understood as a qualitative research technique aiming at converting
symbolic behavioral phenomena into scientific data through the objective, systematic,
and quantitative description of the manifest content of the communication or any other
manifestation of behavior to facilitate an objective view of the fact [67].

The purpose of content analysis is to carry out a study of the manifest and then latent
content applied to different topics and themes [60].

This type of analysis considers the presence of terms or concepts independently of the
relationships between them, the most commonly used techniques being frequency lists,
thematic identification and classification, and the search for words in context [68].

The criteria used to analyze the textual data from the different interviews were the-
matic, following the inductive method and trying to identify the central axes or main
thematic categories in the content.

2.4. Instruments

A wide and varied collection of information has been necessary in order to achieve
the proposed objectives and obtain conclusions.

In order to obtain information on the most effective interventions in the field of
dyslexia, interviews were conducted with each of the stakeholders in the different countries
of the European consortium (Spain, Italy, and Romania).

The design of the interviews is semi-structured, with relevant and open-ended ques-
tions, allowing the interviewee to give a freer, deeper, and more complete answer [69].
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An interview has been designed for each of the groups of interest (teachers and/or
specialists in dyslexia intervention, families, and students with dyslexia). After its initial
design by the University of Burgos team, the content of the interviews was discussed and
agreed upon by the other project partners until a final version in English was obtained.
Subsequently, the interviews were translated into the languages of the participating Euro-
pean consortium (Spanish, Italian, and Romanian). The administration of the interviews
was carried out by each country in their own language, and, after completion, they were
transcribed and translated into English in order to perform the joint analysis of the content.

On the other hand, in the Spanish context, a semi-structured interview was designed
consisting of seven open questions, formulated in a clear and simple way, in order to
know the students’ opinion about the characteristics that a virtual reality game should
have according to their tastes and preferences. This interview was designed based on the
existing literature and validated by doctors in education through the expert judgment
technique [70].

Prior to conducting all the interviews, the participants were told what the FORDYS-
VAR project consisted of, what its objective was, and the reason for conducting the interview.
Before signing the consent form, it was also explained to them that the work would be
confidential and that the data would be used strictly for research purposes.

3. Results

An application, or video game, is not only built from the point of view of the designers,
but also from the point of view of the people who will use it, in this case, students with
dyslexia. Thus, the interviews conducted are an important starting point for the design of
the activities included in the software.

In this section, an analysis is made of the information provided in the interviews by
the different informing agents based on user-centered design, which considers it important
to consider the opinion of the end user, in order to achieve greater acceptance on their part
and avoid early abandonment.

According to the needs of students with dyslexia, the lines of development of the
activities are defined, as well as the characteristics to be taken into account in the design of
the application.

3.1. Application Design: Developmental Lines

Taking into account the various domains in which people with dyslexia present diffi-
culties [71,72] and, after the content analysis of the interviews conducted with the interest
groups, ten categories were extracted in which students with dyslexia present more diffi-
culties and, thus, require more specific work: lexical development, phonological awareness,
short-term memory, perceptual–visual development, perceptual–auditory development,
semantic development, motor development balance, anxiety reduction through reading,
attention, and reading fluency.

These categories were subjected to expert judgment by doctors in education, dyslexia
specialists, and external VR experts who have expressed their opinion and developed
different proposals for the development of the software within the analyzed axes of in-
tervention. In addition, they were also agreed upon by the consortium partners. Finally,
seven lines of development were determined from which the activities that make up the
virtual reality application based on a video game have been designed [73].

3.1.1. Phonological Awareness

Phonological awareness is that by which we come to possess our own language
and consciously distinguish sequences and correspondences of letter and sound, i.e.,
phoneme recognition.

Therefore, reading poses a particular challenge because of the existing evidence that
students with dyslexia have a particular difficulty in decoding phonemes. In this sense, to
work on phonological awareness and the alphabetic principle within the software, we have
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developed activities of grapheme–phoneme relationship, syllable recognition (syllable
awareness), word and pseudoword reading (lexical awareness), and phonemic awareness.

3.1.2. Working Memory

To read a paragraph correctly, we need to retain the beginning of a written sentence in
order to understand the end. A long and complex sentence will be much more difficult to
understand than a short and simple one. Working memory is therefore related to correct
reading comprehension, which has also been called reading memory.

To reinforce working memory, the application proposes short-term memorization
activities through selection and identification activities of letters and symbols at a visual
level (association of images with quantities, association of image and number, etc.), identifi-
cation of sounds, and repetition of series of letters, numbers, or words. They also work on
instructions and characteristics that they must remember or memorize in order to advance
in the game.

3.1.3. Attention Development

Attention mediates sustained memory processes for the execution of certain tasks in
conscious perception, in the allocation of cognitive resources, and in the interaction with
long-term memory.

Through the application, activities are carried out to work on attention and selective
attention in a playful way in practically all the activities of the application. The activities
are aimed at identifying differences, identifying the consonant sound that is repeated in
all the words of a series, searching for the same objects in a group, narrating a story that
gives clues (being able to retrieve information), and providing auditory support of texts
and retrieval of information.

3.1.4. Perceptual–Visual Development

Visuospatial attention deficits may be associated with dyslexia, with visual discrimi-
nation and visuospatial attention being considered predictors of dyslexia.

At the perceptual–visual level, activities are carried out to recognize words within a
text: reading incomplete words, activities to find the differences, continuing a visual series
from a model, etc.

3.1.5. Perceptual–Auditory Development

Struggling readers tend to show auditory–phonological processing deficits in syllable
discrimination tasks when they are pre-readers.

For perceptual–auditory development, the software activities include exercises for
identifying sounds in words, the first and last sounds in a word, words that begin with the
same sound, etc.

3.1.6. Semantic, Syntactic and Lexical Development

Reading is an apparently fast activity; it demands automatisms and the performance
of a series of mental operations until reaching the meaning and pronunciation of written
words. Likewise, it is linked to three processes of interaction between the reading subject
and the text: first, to the phonological in the transduction of grapheme to phoneme; second,
to the identification of the word in relation to its respective meaning; and finally, to the
comprehension of the meaning of the text.

Within the semantic development, some of the activities will be geared towards word
and sentence comprehension, reading aloud, and plot comprehension.

The lexical development will be worked on through activities with pseudowords, as it
is an added difficulty since the application will be generated in the three languages of the
project partners. The work through the pseudoword technique is endorsed among dyslexia
specialists as a useful method of work and treatment [74].
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3.1.7. Motor Development: Laterality and Directionality

Students with dyslexia show impaired motor development, with inferior skills in
global motor function, balance, spatial organization, and temporal organization.

For this reason, activities will be performed to work in the area of motor development
and will be related to visual–motor coordination (pointing and shooting with the pointer,
moving pieces by dragging with the finger, moving figures, and hitting the right one),
balance (avoiding obstacles), and spatial orientation.

3.2. Application Design: Characteristics

The results obtained from the interviews conducted with students with dyslexia have
contributed to determining the aesthetic and technical aspects of the configuration of the
application such as scenarios, displacements, customization, or game mechanics.

3.2.1. Essential Elements

They consider that the game must have a series of essential elements, among which
they highlight aspects such as sound and image quality, showing a clear preference for
colorful scenes.

They believe that customization is essential, above all, with regard to the possibility of
choosing characters and accessories, which would be obtained and discovered as the game
progresses and different challenges and levels are overcome. That is to say, the surprise
factor is implicit.

3.2.2. Spaces and Scenarios

In relation to the spaces and scenarios in which to develop the game, they propose
very open environments such as other planets or dimensions and large cities.

They have also requested an environment that is as realistic as possible. In this sense,
it seems reasonable to look for environments that can be realistic so that the transfer of
what has been worked on to their day-to-day performance can be as simple as possible. In
this sense, the possibility of the scenario reflecting an educational center was suggested,
thinking that it would be a treatment environment as close to reality as possible, but the
majority response was rejection.

However, one of the interviewees understood that it would be acceptable for the
game to take place at school as long as it was not related to homework and there was the
possibility of leaving the school to explore other environments.

3.2.3. Actions

Participants have shown a clear preference for a non-linear development of the game;
however, there is no agreement on the scenarios or environments in which to develop the
application. They prefer a scenario in which they can move freely and in which they can
discover new things. That is, they state that they would like to be able to have freedom of
movement throughout the game environment, being able to use different types of vehicles
to move around.

Participants show their preference for the possibility of combining fast actions, action
activities, and intrigue with more relaxed actions.

3.2.4. Usability

From the point of view of usability, they have indicated that for them it is very
important that the game is not excessively difficult, especially if progress requires investing
many hours or performing a series of repetitive actions many times.

Another important recommendation, which may affect the difficulty of the game, has
to do with the way in which the instructions are presented. In this sense, they have stated
that it is very difficult for them to follow the instructions when they are in another language
and, above all, when they are only provided in written form.
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3.2.5. Proposals to Include

They propose that within the game there should be different types of activities and
different challenges, intrigues, etc., in which there is the possibility of carrying out quick
actions as well as more relaxed ones.

They require that the game allows them to live another reality in which they can
escape and forget about everything while playing. Being able to choose a role and express
themselves in a different world could motivate them to follow the treatment by playing
that desired/chosen role [75].

In relation to the elements to be included, they highlighted creativity, the possibility
of creating their own levels, and open worlds that are faithful to reality and that include a
short and precise video tutorial.

3.3. Application Development
3.3.1. Game Structure

To define the main elements of the game, as well as the relationships between them,
we have taken into account the “pyramid of the elements” of Werbach and Hunter [76,77],
who grouped the game elements based on the principle of progression, that is, the lower
levels constitute the path to access the elements of a higher level, evolving from the simplest
and most obvious to the most complex and abstract.

This model understands that the most important thing in a game is at the top of
the pyramid and is called “dynamics”. In order to create these dynamics, we need the
elements of the lower level, which are the “mechanics”, which, in turn, require the base of
the pyramid: the “components”.

In line with this proposal, the MDA model (mechanics, dynamics, and aesthetics) has
also been followed in the development of the application. This game design and adjust-
ment framework is based on the three basic elements that a game must have: mechanics,
dynamics, and aesthetics [76].

Taking into account these proposals, the development of the application understood
as a game has been carried out. This section summarizes the most relevant aspects that
make up the structure of the virtual reality game.

The environment of the game has been decided to be a planetary environment, with
different scenarios configured around four planets that are identified with landscapes
related to reality: urban, desert, mountainous, and marine. Therefore, the environment is
a universe where the user must travel between the different planets. All this follows the
contributions of the interviewees in relation to generating a more dynamic game that is as
real as possible, including a quality ambient sound.

Therefore, the game consists of four levels, configured in four planets, and, in each
one of them, there is a power crystal, it being necessary to find all the crystals to recompose
the planet Earth. Figure 2 shows images of the different planets that make up the game
environment.

Regarding the characters, the main character of the game is a robot called “Wibu”,
who is in charge of explaining the activities and helping the player to overcome each test.
On the other hand, on each planet, there is a character associated with it that will interact
with the player during the different missions.

Bearing in mind that one of the essential aspects for users is personalization, the
game allows them to select an avatar (graphic representation associated with the player for
identification purposes) from among various options.

In relation to the game mechanics, understood as the actions that a player can perform,
as well as the rules by which they interact, the game begins in a spaceship, which constitutes
the center of operations where the necessary instructions will be given to start the game.
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Figure 2. Images of the different planets that make up the game environment.

As can be seen in Figure 3, in the operations center, there is a control screen where the
different planets that make up the four levels of the game are shown. Below the planets are
the different avatars that the player can select.

Figure 3. Image of the operations center.

Interplanetary travel is done from the central ship with a stellar vehicle, for which the
players must perform a first activity to obtain the license that allows them to travel around
the different planets.

Once the license is obtained, from the operations center, with the stellar vehicle, the
player can access each of the planets that make up the game. After opening the hatch of the
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central ship, it is possible to access the universe and travel to the different planets. When
the users approach a planet, they will see a fading effect; the screen turns black, and the
spaceship lands on it. Afterward, the user will be inside the planet and will be able to move
freely through space to perform the different activities.

In order to advance and unlock the different levels, it is necessary to complete the
missions that arise on each planet, corresponding to different activities where the lines
of development in the treatment of dyslexia identified and agreed upon by the experts
consulted are worked on. After successfully completing the activities, the player obtains
fragments of the power crystal that must be assembled in a final activity to save the
inhabitants of each planet.

In relation to the dynamics, the aim is to encourage the players’ motivation. To this
end, after each activity, a certain medal (gold, silver, or bronze) is assigned according to the
number of correct scores and the time in which it was completed. In order to deactivate the
different levels, players will be required to obtain a minimum score in the activities.

3.3.2. Activities

The activities included in the application have been designed using a multisensory
approach, following the neurobiological approach to dyslexia, given the promising results
of the same and the increased adherence to treatment.

The design of the virtual reality video game activities has been carried out considering
the seven lines of development extracted in the first phase of the research [73], which
represent the various areas in which people with dyslexia have difficulties.

At first, the work team formed by pedagogues, doctors in education, and experts
in dyslexia made an initial proposal of activities that was sent to the software developer
company. After its study by all the project partners as well as the adaptation to the available
budget, a total of eight activities have been designed for the application, some of which
are repeated in the different planets varying their difficulty. In this way, the player will
develop the necessary skills to overcome the activities without getting frustrated.

Rewards are allocated based on correct answers and time of completion.
As an example, Figure 4 shows an image of “Activity 0”, which is thus named because

it is necessary to perform and pass this activity in order to obtain the star motorcycle license
that allows moving around each of the planets that make up the universe of the video game.
Specifically, this activity is related to the following lines: visual perceptual development,
auditory perceptual development, and motor development.

Figure 4. Image of the “Activity 0”.
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4. Software Development

Prior to the development of the software, the selection of the necessary hardware for
this immersive virtual reality application was carried out, specifically the virtual reality
glasses. After studying different options and reaching a consensus with the rest of the
partners, the Oculus Quest Virtual Reality viewer [78], which includes the Oculus Touch
controllers, was chosen. These virtual reality glasses have great processing capacity and
include the Oculus Insight system, with integrated sensors that transfer movements to
virtual reality and allow room-scale tracking.

In addition, the controllers allow better activities to be implemented as each controller
refers to the user’s position and gestures with intuitive and realistic precision.

Regarding the age of use, the recommendations of the selected hardware (Oculus
Quest Virtual Reality viewer) indicate that it should not be used by children under 13 years
of age, since the VR glasses do not have the appropriate dimensions for a child and
may cause discomfort or health effects, as they are in a critical period in their visual
development. For this reason, the design of the software has been adapted to the age range
of 13 to 16 years.

Focusing on the development of the software, as explained above, the user-centered
design methodology has been followed, developing its first two phases: analysis of user
needs through interviews with information agents and design of activities to be included
in the virtual reality application.

Once the game structure and activities were designed, Arsoft (video game developer
and partner of the Project) developed the beta version of the virtual reality application
in English. The prototype of the English application was tested to detect errors and
propose improvements.

In order to create the different versions of the application in the different partner
countries of the consortium, the translation of the textual narrative was requested, as well
as the recording of audio recordings in the different languages: English, Spanish, Italian,
and Romanian.

On FORDYSVAR’s YouTube channel (http://bit.ly/YouTube_FORDYSVAR (accessed
on 24 July 2021), you can see audiovisual fragments of the software in virtual reality and
augmented reality: https://youtu.be/5mZYvuiuU64 (accessed on 24 July 2021).

5. Conclusions

The development of VR in an educational and recreational context is also incipient
in scientific research, although initiatives along these lines are beginning to appear [79],
although little research has been done so far. Specifically, immersive virtual reality based
on the use of mobile digital devices is still in its infancy, and much progress remains to be
made in its application for it to be more widely implemented. Therefore, in order to lay
a solid foundation for the treatment and rehabilitation of people with dyslexia through
virtual reality (VR), more scientific studies are needed to support the effectiveness of
these interventions.

The European project Erasmus+ FORDYSVAR (Fostering inclusive learning for chil-
dren with dyslexia in Europe by providing easy-to-use virtual and/or augmented reality
tools and guidelines) arises as a complementary response to the treatment of dyslexia, being
one of the first technological attempts to use virtual reality to contribute to the learning of
these students.

The virtual reality application in video game format has been designed and developed
under a ludic approach and not as a rehabilitative therapy that allows dispensing with the
intervention of a professional specialist in dyslexia since it is configured as a complementary
material that can be used by students with and without reading difficulties.

User-centered design (UCD) has been chosen as a three-phase methodology since it
is essential to involve people in its design and development in order to achieve greater
commitment and guarantees in its use. Technology designers support this line of work
and demand greater use of co-design with end users [80]. This increases user engagement,

http://bit.ly/YouTube_FORDYSVAR
https://youtu.be/5mZYvuiuU64
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facilitates the users’ learning, and ensures that the technology is in line with the users’
needs [81–83].

This contribution presents the results of the research carried out using the UCD as
a methodology, developing its first two phases (identification of the characteristics and
lines of development/design and development of the VR application), being aware of the
need to address the third phase, related to the evaluation of the software designed and
developed. This phase is currently being elaborated by the work team. This last phase
will involve both users and stakeholders who have participated in the various phases of
the design and development of the virtual reality application, where the evaluation of the
reliability and validity of the instruments, as well as the effectiveness of the developed
application, will be carried out later.

After the research carried out and the results obtained, it is concluded that the main
contributions of this work, derived from the analysis of users’ needs and interests, are
the definition of the lines of development that should be worked on in dyslexia, the
determination of the most relevant features that the application should include in the
game format to make it attractive and motivating, and the development of VR software
to improve learning in students with dyslexia. In addition, in order to offer an adequate
educational response to students with dyslexia, the collaboration of the school, family, and
social context, agents that must be part of the decision-making process, is necessary, with
the aim of achieving changes that make it possible to improve the situation. On the other
hand, technology can show us another avenue of treatment by offering alternatives for
students with dyslexia who do not adapt to traditional intervention [84].

Due to all of these reasons, we believe that the work carried out within the European
project Erasmus+ FORDYSVAR can contribute to the advancement of inclusion, treatment,
and rehabilitation of people with dyslexia through technology and specifically through
virtual reality, enabling an immersive and attractive environment to develop the skills of
students with dyslexia, becoming the first virtual reality game with an inclusive approach
whose development has been carried out based on the contributions of users as well as by
collecting the most used lines of intervention in the intervention process of children with
this learning difficulty.

However, from the work team, we believe it is necessary to continue advancing in
this field in order to give scientific support to the use of virtual reality in the diagnosis and
treatment of dyslexia.
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